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Dear Peter,
Further to your letter dated 18 March 2019, I can now provide further detail on the level of consultation with
businesses and communities associated with the Clackmannanshire & Stirling region city deal as follows:Stirling Council commenced its review of its inclusive economic performance in 2014, which resulted in the
recognition that action was required to improve the number and quality of jobs across the area.
A consultancy was engaged, which had experience of city development, to help Stirling consider its assets as well
as structural flaws in order to create an action plan, named Stirling City Development Framework. Initial work
was carried out with key partners, including Stirling University, CPP Partners and the Business Community to
create the early ideas for transformational economic change for the city.
These early findings were taken to communities; both business and residents to seek their input in further shaping
of the ideas to ensure they met the task of job creation but also improved the environment and living space for
local people.
A Stirling City Commission was established in January 2015 to support the ongoing engagement with a broad
spectrum of people, to shape the evolving plans in line with feedback.
The documents attached demonstrate the changing nature of the ideas, from a Stirling City Development
Framework, to a broader City Deal for Stirling to our now Stirling City Region Deal, all of which have been shaped
from grassroots up. The documents are dated to illustrate the amendments and improvements, which have been
made as they have been influenced, however, they have never lost the transformational core which was set out
back in 2014.
All of this has taken place well before signing of heads of terms in May 2018 and can be summarised as follows:
Stirling City Commission
Stirling Council officers and elected members used the early ideas from the Consultancy work to engage with the
Business Community through a newly formed Stirling City Commission (2014). The Commission has proved to
be a key networking and sharing forum, and has representation that includes members of the local Chamber of
Commerce, financial sector, small, medium and large scale business located locally and nationally. There is also
representation from key Government agencies. It has been held at regular quarterly intervals since, and forms a
key role to:•
•
•

Champion the economic regeneration of Stirling as a whole, promoting opportunities to leverage input from
their networks, where appropriate.
Generate ideas and opportunities that will help to grow Stirling’s economy
Enhance innovation and creativity, including cross pollenating ideas between different sectors

•
•
•

Develop and communicate consensus views that seek to inform, assist and influence Government and key
agencies in the policy formulation
Support the City to access new funding opportunities, including acting as a lobby group to help Stirling to
access new investment funding
Act as a critical friend in providing scrutiny on the progress of Stirling’s and delivery

Masterplan Drop-in Sessions
A series of drop in sessions have been held in key rural and urban community locations to enable discussion,
understanding and feedback of the proposed plans. These have been half-day sessions, supported by senior
Stirling Council Officers, and combined visuals / illustrations of the City Model and plans. Morning, afternoon and
evening sessions have been held to allow fullest participation.
Community Specific Sessions
A number of specific sessions have been organised with communities, businesses and stakeholders where
location specific engagement was desired. These were selected, where a community or area was going to be
heavily impacted by the City Region Deal Plans. Specific sessions were held for the River, City Park and Mercat
Cross development proposals and initiatives. Direct engagement was also made with a number individual bodies
and organisations, including Stirling Civic Trust; Stirling Rotary; Area Forums; and Community Councils.
Third Sector Engagement
The Third Sector is a highly important group of stakeholders in the Stirling area, and they were engaged in the
City Region Deal process by proactive engagement with their Leadership Forum, an AGM presentation and
provision of information at the Forth Valley Third Sector Conference.
Staff Engagement
With most staff within Stirling Council being resident, and advocates of the Council, a significant amount of time
was invested into briefing, engaging and seeking feedback from staff.
Brochures, promotional materials and information communications
Underpinning all of the above was professionally drafted materials that sought to bring the masterplan to life, with
brochures, a video, promotional materials and social media communications.
The deal and beyond:
Signing the Deal
Given that Stirling & Clackmannanshire City Region Deal is still in the process of being negotiated, partners are
currently focused primarily on the development of the more detailed business cases that came out of the Heads
of Terms. It is planned to continue engagement with stakeholders, communities, businesses etc, in a similar way
to the pre-Heads of Terms period as detailed above.
Comms & Engagement Plan
A formal Comms and Engagement plan is being developed as part of the wider deal documentation, with this
being more ‘regionally focused’ outlook. This will formalise a number of the activities detailed above.
Merging of the Stirling City Commission with its Clackmannanshire Counterpart
As the City Region Deal is progressing, there has been agreement that we will continue to engage with our
Business community through a Commission, but given the regional aspects of the City Region Deal, the
opportunity has been taken to merge the Stirling and counterpart Clackmannanshire Commission into a single
forum. That new body is due to meet for the first time over the next 2 months.

Yours sincerely
Carol Beattie, Chief Executive
Encs: 1. Stirling Scotland’s Heart – This is our future (December 2015)
2. Stirling Framework Plan 2015
3. Images of output from consultation with communities x 2
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Stirling’s Story
Stirling’s potential to be an economic
and cultural powerhouse on the world
stage is second to none. Located at the
heart of Scotland’s transport links and
growth corridors, it covers an area the
size of Luxembourg.
Our city is set in a stunning landscape
and complemented by some of
Scotland’s finest countryside. Our
communities are diverse, unique and
proud, with strong views about social
justice, tackling poverty and ensuring
that everyone can enjoy the high quality
of life that Stirling offers. Our assets are
strong – we have a national park, a world
class university, a college known for its
national excellence in innovation and a
strong business community.
Over the last 12 months, Stirling has
been thinking imaginatively about its
future, with a focus on what needs to
happen for economic growth to occur
at a pace and scale that benefits the
UK and Scotland and feels right for
Stirling. Our programme reflects our
conversations and understanding of the
challenges we will face if we do not act
to change our future.
These conversations have involved
local people, elected representatives,
national agencies, big and smaller scale
businesses operating globally and locally,
government departments, third sector
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organisations, our college, our Council
and our university. We have set up a City
Commission of influential stakeholders
and decision makers who have met
regularly, advised on the content of
proposals and collaborated on project
development. This has complemented
the high levels of community
consultation that have informed the
content of this programme for growth
from its inception.
We believe that our approach has
been truly unique, already fostering
leadership and collaboration at all levels,
creating new and dynamic partnerships
that are already investing in and
beginning the delivery of our plans.
This is underpinned by new Council and
private sector investment.
We know that investment from the UK
and Scottish Governments could be
game changing for us, accelerating the
pace and scale of what we can achieve.
This goes beyond financial investment.
Non-fiscal powers are also essential for
us to unlock our economic potential,
grow, attract and retain local and new
talent and business, be a successful
tourism and inward investment
location, unlock key sites, support social
innovation and achieve sector growth.

Stirling will be a magnet
for home grown and new
talent and investment,
who’s growing national
and international
significance is driven by
measurable improvements
in the wellbeing and
prosperity of all its citizens
and communities.

We want to be an economic and
cultural powerhouse on the world
stage. We believe economic growth
will help us realise the great potential
of our place and people. We want
to achieve this in a collaborative and
socially inclusive way so that everyone
living, working, investing in and visiting
Stirling can benefit from the high
quality of life we have to offer. This
approach is about collaborating, using
our local, national and international
connections, hothousing talent and
creativity, and being innovative to
deliver solutions that change our future
and the future of Scotland and the UK.
We want to work with you and will
deliver for you – our programme for
change is ready, underpinned by
business cases, willing partners, local
community backing, upfront Council
and private sector investment, and
genuine pathways to market.

Stirling
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Our Approach
Genuine partnership and solid evidence
from Stirling University, Forth Valley
College, Scottish Enterprise, local
and national business, agencies, and
communities, lies at the heart of our
sector specific, people and place plans for
Stirling. We have been working hand in
hand with our communities, stakeholders
and Stirling’s City Commission, to
build what we believe is a robust and
compelling case for transformative and
sustainable economic growth.
This unique and inclusive approach has helped
identify a programme, with seven connected
projects at its heart, to deliver a healthier,
wealthier and greener future for Stirling and
all its people.
The programme has been designed from careful
research, hard data and extensive consultation,
spanning more than a 12 month period. This is
backed by our City Commission and communities,
who are working together to find solutions to
transform our economy for the future. Unique
in Scotland, this method means that we will be
able deliver on our aspirations quickly, visibly and
in a way that demonstrates success for all our
investors at the right pace and scale. Full project
business cases, willing partners, local community
backing, upfront Council and private sector
investment, and genuine pathways to market, are
already in place.

Stirling already has much to build on. Our
strategic location gives unrivalled national and
global connectivity by air, road and rail with 60%
of Scotland’s population within an hour journey
time. Research shows Stirling is Scotland’s most
entrepreneurial and affordable city; the best place
to start a business in Scotland, and the eighth
best in the UK. We have a culture of world-class
innovation in key sectors, and one of the most
highly skilled workforces in the country – a
talent pool boosted by our renowned University
and College. Young people from more than 75
countries call Stirling home. Our landscape,
quality of life, heritage and leisure opportunities
are second to none.
This combination of unique assets is the formula
for an impactful investment proposal. The future
of the Scottish and UK economies will rely on
digitisation more than oil in future years. Matched
with appropriate investment in our infrastructure,
Stirling’s features create a compelling case for
a superlative digital skills and investment plan,
generating companies who are born global;
extending our international reach and influence,
diversifying our sectors, helping us to better
tackle poverty and disadvantage, and securing a
sustainable economy for future generations.
To make Stirling a place of opportunity for all
and a world class destination of choice we have
put regeneration at the heart of this project,
ensuring that the health and well-being needs
and employments aspirations of our most
disadvantaged communities are met.
It is important that we act now, with support
from government, to make Stirling a place of
opportunity for all and a destination of choice that
ranks alongside the very best in the world.
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To make Stirling a place
of opportunity for all and
a world class destination
of choice we have put
regeneration and social
innovation at the heart
of this project, ensuring
that the health and
well-being needs and
employment aspirations of
our most disadvantaged
communities are met.
Stirling
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Rewriting the Local and National Economies
“Economic success for Stirling is that
it is a city recognised internationally
as a world class, well-connected
location, which is outstanding in place
development, skills investment and
community engagement, to improve
health outcomes and retain critical
talent in globally emerging sectors.
Stirling has the right elements to
become the enabled place which
will pioneer new digital solutions,
for the future well-being of business,
communities and visitors far beyond
its boundary.”
Stirling’s economy has dependencies in
tourism, financial services and food and drink.
Measures show that whilst these sectors are
currently average in Scotland in terms of their
productivity per employee, if no investment is
made, Stirling’s productivity will decline sharply.
With investment, the outcomes could be
ground breaking, particularly in health, science
and digital related business areas.
There is a growing demographic gap in Stirling
which indicates that there are ever fewer young
people who could be economically active in
future years if we do not act now. In successful,
expanding economies, there are strong ties
between education from early years through to
higher/further education and into employment
to home grow talent, address local skills gaps
and promote innovation and enterprise. Stirling’s
programme will forge connections between
education, employers and communities to
ensure there is good visibility of emerging skills
gaps and create the pathways to achieving
success. Special emphasis is on supporting
digitisation and sustainability agendas as
Stirling’s assets are a natural fit for talent
attraction and retention in this sector.
10

The participation of our companies in
international markets is low which has a
negative impact on the opportunities for growth,
innovation and sustainability. Prominence
on creating an environment for companies
born global or bringing global investment and
supporting international trade is a critical feature
which runs through the every project and is a
key theme of the programme as a whole.
Stirling’s economic success places international
ambition for people and place development at
the heart of its agenda, creating opportunities
for its young people to lead healthier, greener
lives, learn new skills and think globally in
relation to their and Stirling’s contribution.
Stirling recognises that encouraging growth and
reducing poverty is a single agenda. Tackling
economic exclusion firmly within our economic
growth ambition is central to our vision. We
support the findings of the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation that:
‘the financial case for linking growth and poverty
reduction is clear. Connecting people in poverty
into jobs with decent pay reduces welfare
demand. Conversely, the costs of alleviating
the impacts of worklessness and low pay raise
demands on public services’
Our approach seeks to balance increasing
productivity and creating jobs for those who
are furthest from the labour market, as we
face increasing challenges in this area. Whilst
we are clear that high level skills are vital for
economic success, we also understand that
fair and equitable economic growth is best
served by supporting a balance of skills and
employment opportunities. This will support
better health and well-being across Stirling,
one of our key aspirations.

Stirling has the right elements
to become the enabled
place which will pioneer
new digital solutions, for the
future wellbeing of business,
communities and visitors far
beyond its boundary.

Transformational economic and cultural
growth for our people depends on creating
an enabled environment, and leading
strong destination marketing, through
investing in Stirling’s:
•

Sectors: grow our key sectors through
research and development, digital
innovation and internationalisation,
improving productivity locally and
nationally

•

Skills: generate the talent pool that is
needed to attract and retain existing
and new business in Stirling through
providing open access for talent
development with pathways across the
education spectrum

•

Place Making: invest in our
infrastructure, housing, environment
and our natural landscape to connect
and unlock our potential in the city,
rural and disadvantages areas, and
create a more attractive destination
for investment, tourism and residents
through low carbon solutions to
healthy living and transport

•

Social Innovation: tackle inequality
and poverty, and stimulate inclusive
growth, social capital and increased
health and well being across Stirling,
through internationally connected
programmes of citizen-led activity,
community empowerment and new
employment, digital, health and cultural
pathways that benefit everyone.

Stirling
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Digital District
The Digital District will be the catalyst
which places Stirling at the forefront
of digital innovation and enterprise
nationally and internationally. It will
help unlock Stirling’s vast economic
potential delivering major additional
growth to the economy of Scotland
and the UK and further enhancing the
country’s reputation as a global leader
in the creation and application of digital
technologies.
Stirling is an area with genuine opportunity for
rapid growth in digital innovation and technology.
Our university and college produce world class
research and graduates whilst our existing
digital businesses are a testament to our well
recognised credentials as Scotland’s most
attractive location for start-up businesses and
entrepreneurial talent.
We also boast major strengths in specific
economic sectors and sub-sectors such as
Aquaculture, Dairy, Sport, Financial Services and
Healthcare. The innovative application of
digital technology in these areas can have a
global impact generating major economic
growth and increased internationalisation of
Scotland’s businesses.
However, further investment in our digital and
property infrastructure is required to enable our
existing assets to come together and create the
conditions for this growth in Stirling. The growth
of the sector is vital to safeguard our economy
against the challenges posed by our current
economic make-up. A reliance on our traditional
sectors of tourism, hospitality, food and drink and
financial services places Stirling’s average wage
per worker amongst the lowest in Scotland and
a GVA per head below the Scottish average. This
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set of circumstances exposes us to economic
decline and a continual outflow of talent and
must be addressed as a matter of urgency.
Securing the necessary investment for the
Digital District Project will enable us to address
these economic challenges and deliver the
infrastructure required to produce sustainable
economic growth and opportunities for all
across the city.
The first element of the project to be delivered
will be a Digital Hub. Located in the historic
Municipal Buildings in the heart of the city, the
Digital Hub will provide a dynamic, inspiring and
collaborative space where businesses, students
and academia come together to innovate, create
and build new businesses and applications.
Consisting of 4,099m2 of space, The Hub
will have three distinct but interlinked areas;
incubation space, office space for established
digital businesses, and a collaboration and
learning space.
This Hub will produce a steady stream of rapidly
growing businesses and so the availability of
suitable business space nearby to accommodate
that growth is vital. The project will bring
several currently unused buildings back into
use, refurbished into quality space designed to
meet the needs of our digital industry. These
buildings are all in close proximity to the Hub
and will create a new and exciting feel to the city
centre adding a vibrancy that is currently lacking,
supporting and enhancing both the daytime and
night-time economy and playing a major part in
the Mercat Cross Regeneration Project.
The Digital District will be supported by the
delivery of a gigabit network in the city centre
which is essential to enable our businesses
to be as competitive and internationally focussed
as possible.

A project that will
drive future economic
growth and tackle digital
inequality through
growing local talent,
stimulating social
innovation and creating
new connections with
the world.

Stirling
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Digital District

The project will also significantly support our
rural and more disadvantaged communities
through the roll-out of super-fast broadband
to all and the delivery of digital hubs in key
rural locations. This activity will allow for the
growth and diversification of the rural economy,
supporting them to become more vibrant and
creating sustainable economic opportunities
for all.
Key to the whole project is delivering an
educational eco-system that places digital
skills at its heart and provides pathways to
opportunities in the sector for all children and
students. This project will deliver new learning
space and opportunities to enable us to raise
attainment levels and deliver meaningful
pathways into the industry to all regardless of
ability and background.
Clean Technology Innovation Centre
An additional part of the Digital District is the
development of a Clean Technology Innovation
Centre. By bringing together the University of
Stirling, a top Scottish technical university, and
Scotland’s top environmental delivery agencies,
Zero Waste Scotland and Resource Efficient
Scotland who are located in Stirling, we have
the clear potential to provide a home of global
significance for the clean tech sector in Scotland.
The innovation centre will take the best
inventions and turn them into investible
enterprises. The centre will act as an incubator
that supports the enterprises in early life then
takes them through the highest risk growth
phase where they can access substantial and
growing markets. This will lead to improved
employment prospects for a range of skills and
age groups across the city.
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Improved employment
prospects for a range
of skills and age groups
across the city.
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Digital Campus
The Digital Campus - a new hothousing
venue to be housed in a refurbished and
extended Albert Halls - will form a key
part of our Digital District Project and
become a leading centre in the UK for
conferences, seminars and programmes
around digital technology and innovation.
This focussed facility will provide a modern and
dynamic learning environment with a world-class
programme that attracts national and international
visitors to Stirling. Our unrivalled strategic
location, remarkable heritage and stunning natural
environment will be key attractors, providing
delegates with a taste of classic Scotland.
The space will also remain as an important
cultural venue, playing host to a diverse
programme of activity. Additionally however it
will now play host to digital art exhibitions and
performances to add further depth to our Digital
District offer.
The new centre will play a key role in the
development of our educational eco-system
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centred on digital upskilling and attainment. The
larger space will allow us to bring our schools
together for talks, seminars and conferences
designed to inspire the next generation of digital
innovators.
The University of Stirling and Forth Valley College
both have areas of real expertise in digital fields
and will use the space to deliver learning and
outreach programmes. Working in collaboration
with the University, College and all other partners,
the Digital Campus will provide a space where
all stages of education and all levels of ability can
be supported onto pathways for a career in and
around the digital technology sector.
Further, the space will become a centre for
hackathons and related events producing a new
environment from which industry can interact
with academia and students to create and
develop digital solutions to problems across
all economic sectors and areas of living. This
will ensure that the Digital Campus becomes a
hot-bed of creativity and innovation and is a key
link between industry and their next generation
workforce.

The campus will play a key
role in the development of
our educational eco-system
centred on digital upskilling
and attainment.

Headline Impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery of a high-skill, high wage economy
Growth of new businesses
Raised attainment levels at all stages of education
Tackles digital inequality
Support for the commercialisation of University research and activity
New job opportunities for all
Growth of vibrant rural communities
Supports the regeneration of disadvantaged communities
Additional business tourism revenue

Stirling
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City Park
A City Park of international standing
will provide a stunning new gateway
into Stirling and deliver wide ranging
economic and social benefits. Curving
around the foot of Stirling Castle to link
with the river and other key sites, the
park will become a focal point for the new
Stirling, and one of the most distinctive
leisure and green spaces in Scotland as
well as a major driver of health and wellbeing for our communities.

The elements of the park have been carefully
considered to deliver a sense of place and an
attractive environment to support the health and
well-being of our communities whilst providing
the infrastructure and assets to make the park a
major driver of additional economic growth.

Stirling is a key tourism destination in Scotland,
attracting a large number of domestic and
international visitors. Our world class history
and heritage offering is complemented by our
highly accessible location and stunning natural
environment to make Stirling a very attractive
place to visit.

The City Park will also provide space for major
events. A lack of dedicated events space in
the city means the outdoor events programme
is limited and event tourism is a majorly
underperforming area of our economy. The
delivery of a quality events space will bring new
international events to Scotland, the backdrop
and accessibility ensures the venue will be highly
attractive to event organisers and we have huge
opportunity to capitalise on that.

However, the impact of that tourism is currently
limited. The visitor profile to Stirling is skewed
towards an older demographic and the majority of
visitors are day visitors which limits the economic
impact of their visit. The consequence of this
is that tourism revenue is much lower than it
should be for an area with Stirling’s credentials
and investment is required to help us realise the
full potential of the area and make our fullest
contribution to national tourism targets.
Our solution is the delivery of a new destination
park to encourage longer dwell time in Stirling,
increase overnight stays, diversify our visitor
profile and increase visitor spend. Our demand
analysis has shown that the City Park would
attract upwards of 250,000 additional visitors per
year to the city and contribute an additional £12m
to the local economy through visitor spend.
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With defined and open spaces framing
dramatic views over the landscape, the park
will include physical activity zones, public art,
woodland, a major water feature, a visitor centre
linked to a proposed city farm, café
and a community orchard.

The Park is also vital to creating health and wellbeing in our communities. Creating an inclusive
space for people of all interests and backgrounds
will encourage participation in healthier pursuits
and create a safe, healthy and welcoming
environment for children in particular.
The City Park is positioned directly between two
of our most disadvantaged communities and
seeks to link these communities directly into
the city and encourage the use of this space.
Delivered and supported correctly, the location
and makeup of the park can play a major part in
reducing the health and social care bill locally.

Improving the health and wellbeing of our most disadvantaged
communities through unlocking
access to one of the most
distinctive leisure and green
spaces in Scotland.

Headline Impacts:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased tourism numbers and revenue
Reduced health and social care bill
New events secured for Scotland
Integration and inclusion of disadvantaged communities
Increased biodiversity of the city
Stirling
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City Park

Investing in our environment to
make one of the most iconic views in
Scotland more attractive to visitors
and residents and increase the
biodiversity of our city.
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Mercat Cross and City Centre Regeneration
Regeneration of our disadvantaged
communities is a key driver behind our
City Development Framework.
The Mercat Cross is a historic quarter
in the heart of the city and is home
to some of Stirling’s best-known
attractions such as Stirling Castle, the
Old Town Jail, the Tolbooth, Stirling
Smith Art Gallery and Museum and
the Church of the Holy Rude. Weaving
through these historic assets, however,
are areas that suffer from high levels
of economic deprivation, inadequate
connectivity, and poor health.
This project is designed to tackle these
issues head-on, providing better opportunities
and quality of life, and realising the area’s
potential as one of the most vibrant cultural
quarters in Scotland. This regeneration can
only be achieved through targeted investment
in physical and cultural infrastructure, skills
development, and community and social
innovation, to open up opportunities to achieve
sustainable benefits for all.
Extensive consultation with local people,
independent businesses and key partners has
identified a number of key interventions to
promote social inclusion, stimulate economic
growth, achieve sector diversification, create
new opportunities for sustainable employment
and improve the lives of the residents in this
area of Stirling.
To deliver our objectives investment is required
in a range of community and residential
buildings, public spaces and streets in the
Mercat Cross area including:
• Construction of a state of the art multipurpose hall with external growing space
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•

•
•

adjacent to the existing primary school and
new digital hub providing sports facilities
at the key south gateway to the Historic
Centre
Investment in the historic Cowane Centre
marking a key gateway at the north of the
City Centre leading to Stirling Bridge and
Stirling University
Investment in a number of cultural
buildings at the top of the town to improve
community involvement and collaboration
Investment in a number of streets which
are key to the City Centre retail and café
culture to improve the streetscape and
provide infrastructure for markets and
festivals.

This investment in physical and cultural
infrastructure will provide the foundations for
improving quality of life for some of our most
disadvantaged residents and strengthening the
economic output of the area.
Skills Academy
Transforming the nursery in the heart of the
area along with an adjacent playpark and the
derelict Argyle Centre into a dynamic new
community hub and skills academy benefiting
from panoramic views over the City Skyline
is a vital component of this project. This will
train local people in a range of physical and
knowledge based skills, channelling those
furthest from the labour market into new ways
of sustainable employment.
A robust employment strategy will continually
develop the offering to ensure all communities,
including rural, will benefit from the project.
Close proximity to the Digital Hub will open
up opportunities for collaboration and sharing
of expertise with local entrepreneurs and
businesses as well as introducing capacity for
learning and up skilling, playing a vital role in
tackling digital inequality.

Promoting inclusion,
tackling poverty and
inequality through social
innovation and creating
new opportunities and
routes to employment.

Housing
An essential element of the Mercat
Cross regeneration is in improvements to
housing in the area and we require capital
resource to enable poor quality housing
in the private sector to be significantly
improved.
Improvements to the on street housing in
this area will significantly boost vitality in
the city centre, leading to increased retail
footfall, improved community safety and
a more welcoming experience for visitors
and tourists.
Refurbishment of mixed tenure houses
across the Mercat Cross area is also
planned, with the outcome of increased
quality city centre living, and to provide
the stability of a quality home environment
for those residents who may be currently
leading somewhat chaotic lifestyles and
consequently be out with employment.
Headline Impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced unemployment
Raised attainment levels
Closing the attainment gap between
advantaged and disadvantaged children
Increased health and well-being
Reduced health and social care bill
Delivery of employment programmes
linked to training and education
Improvements to housing

Stirling
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The Harbour
The Harbour extends and unifies
Stirling’s City Centre and the River,
providing a range of high profile linked
projects to create a new and exciting
area of the city. The Harbour includes
a National Tartan Centre, a centre for
third sector innovation, community
access to co-located public sector
organisations through a shared Civic
Space, external performance and
events space through a bespoke City
Harbour Square and The Engine Shed a unique centre for conservation skills
and heritage excellence. The combined
impact on jobs, business growth and
retail footfall in the core City Centre
of these developments will contribute
significantly to GVA and significantly
support community regeneration.
The Harbour will become a focal point for the
City Centre acting as a commercial and cultural
gathering point and significantly enhancing the
connection to wider assets including Stirling
University, the Sports Village and Springkerse
Business District.
Combined with the River project, The Harbour
opens up the City Centre, re-emphasising its
connectedness, accessibility and sense of
destination. The Harbour will be linked to other
City Centre and infrastructure improvements
around the railway station forecourt to improve
connectivity and spread economic growth
across Stirling. It will provide an essential link
between the City, Forthside (where significant
investment has already been made) and the
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River Forth which in turn provides access to
historic landmarks such as Cambuskenneth
Abbey, the Wallace Monument, Stirling Bridge
and countryside cycle routes.
The open space within The Harbour will provide
access to a range of amenity spaces easily
accessible from the city centre and station
which are not currently available in Stirling and
will complement the more urban streetscape of
the historic centre.
The aim is to create a unique city centre
experience in Scotland where the city centre
meets the countryside. Large level public
spaces with a generous provision of trees and
soft landscape suitable for picnics and general
recreation, will extend the green network into
the City Centre, providing stunning views of
the countryside and direct access to it via
riverside walkways, boat trips and a new wildlife
sanctuary.
Building and public realm design will
enhance this experience and be exemplars of
sustainability, supporting Stirling’s major events
programme, which includes marathons and
outdoor performances, and creating a vibrant
day and evening economy.
The Harbour will deliver another key enabler of
economic growth for the city. An undersupply
of quality development sites is impacting on the
city’s ability to attract new investment. Delivery
of the new Civic Hub within the quarter will
see Stirling Council staff consolidated within
the hub thus freeing up several sites which are
prime for development. These sites will attract
private sector investment and provide high value
economic activity in and around the city.

The Harbour will create
a unique city centre
experience in Scotland
where the city centre
meets the countryside.

Headline Impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased GVA
Job creation
Increased business growth
Unlock significant additional development land
Increased tourism numbers and revenue
Health and well-being benefits through provision
of quality public and green space

Stirling
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The Harbour
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Acts as an accessible cultural
and commercial gathering point
merging digital technology with
heritage, environment and smarter
green living.
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Grow on Space
Stirling is one of the UK’s fastest growing
and most business-friendly cities with
huge opportunity for further growth.
However, the city’s business parks are
full and there is currently a lack of high
quality business space of all sizes. Our
demand analysis and consultation has
made it very clear that unless this is
addressed it will soon begin to impact
on our capability to produce start-up
businesses, support the growth of our
existing businesses and attract new
businesses and inward investment.
The Grow on Space project seeks to deliver
the investment required to remedy this situation
through the immediate provision of new, high
quality and flexible accommodation in the
heart of the city and of a strong pipeline of
accommodation to support our projected
future growth.
Only with that intervention can Stirling prevent
economic decline and unlock our full economic
growth potential, allowing us to make our fullest
contribution to the Scottish and UK economy.
The first stage of the project will see a new
building comprising 10,000m2 of space
Built at Forthside. Situated immediately beside
the River Forth, within The Harbour development
and adjacent to the public transport hubs, this
new space will be highly attractive to businesses,
both existing and new, and deliver significant
additional footfall and vibrancy to the city centre.
The facility is designed to produce a healthy
pipeline of new businesses, accelerate the
growth of existing businesses and attract
new businesses into Stirling, creating new job
opportunities across the Stirling area and beyond.
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Working in close partnership with key
partners such as STEP and SUIP, and our
academic Partners, Stirling University and Forth
Valley College, the new facility will provide a
business support hub with a particular focus
on supporting innovation around the work
of Stirling University, linked to key sectors,
and in encouraging our businesses to trade
internationally.
The second stage of the project will provide the
space required to ensure our future economic
growth ambitions can be realised through
unlocking additional sites within the city –
particularly at Kildean Business Park, which will
open up a major opportunity around Big Data.
Kildean sits in the middle of Stirling’s financial
services cluster with Prudential, HSBC, Capita
and IFDS all in immediate proximity. All of these
businesses are increasing their investment in
Big Data and associated technologies and all
have elements of this already in Stirling. When
combined with Stirling University’s Big Data
credentials and our strategic location there is
the opportunity to deliver one of the UK’s most
important Big Data Centres here in Stirling. To
make the development of such a facility attractive,
investment in the enabling infrastructure must
be made.
The developments at Forthside and at Kildean
will be supported by low carbon technology to
support sustainability of the project, contribute to
government targets and provide lasting impacts
to the local community. A district heating system
using the river at both Forthside and Kildean will
form part of the project and extending the solar
farm at nearby Polmaise will provide energy to
the Forthside development and to the villages in
close proximity.

Supporting the
growth of key sectors
through R&D, digital
innovation and
internationalisation.

Headline Impacts:
•
•
•
•

Creation of new businesses
Significant additional GVA
Increased international trade
Increased commercialisation of
University activity
Stirling
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Grow on Space
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Provides space to facilitate
existing business growth and
attract new FDI.
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Grow on Space
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New infrastructure investment
to unlock our city’s potential
with a focus on low
carbon solutions such as
district heating.
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The River
The River Project seeks to bring the River
Forth back into play as a major driver of
Stirling’s economic, cultural and social
prosperity. The Forth currently plays a
minor part in the life of Stirling and its
region but many of the great European
cities have founded their wealth and
prosperity on a river in their midst. Major
investment will allow Stirling to maximise
the asset in a similar way for the benefit
of its people and businesses.
From its origins in Loch Ard, down across
Flanders Moss and into the city, the River Forth
loops around the heart of Stirling; a golden
thread capable of harnessing links between
communities, heritage, wellbeing, conservation
and innovation.
Targeted investment in infrastructure in and
around the River will create a major uplift in
tourism numbers and revenue, provide significant
opportunities for new low carbon energy
solutions to help power the city and improve the
health and well-being of our communities through
provision of new pedestrian and cycle paths and
a high quality, highly accessible and inclusive
space connecting the whole city with many of its
outlying communities.
The key elements of the project to unlock the
river’s potential are:
•
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The development of a river taxi network
with 6 boat stops connecting key sites in
and around the city. Connecting important
sites such as the University, Wallace
Monument, Stirling Sports village and
Forthside will generate significant additional
tourism revenue whilst providing health and
well-being benefits through provision of
sustainable transport solutions.

•

•

•

•

Significant expansion and enhancement of
the pedestrian and cycle paths, connecting
the key assets along the river with each other
and to the City Centre and City Park and
linked to additional infrastructure at each
boat stop.
Development of the peninsulas and
associated riverbanks to provide a variety of
outdoor experiences with themes including
environment, heritage, sports, energy and
performance.
Incorporation of a barrage to allow water
levels and water quality to be controlled,
mitigating flooding and opening access to
the river. The barrage will be a showcase of
innovation in engineering and we believe it
can be an attraction in the same vein as the
Falkirk Wheel.
Utilising the river as a sustainable means
of generating energy, providing district
heating and cooling to new developments
on brownfield sites to support sustainable
business space, residential and other uses.

The economic and social benefits of the river
project are vast. Putting the river back at the
centre of city life will encourage healthy and
active lifestyles by improving access to the water
and rejuvenated riverbanks, providing a wide
range of activities including fishing, boating
and kayaking.
One of the most important benefits of the
project will be through green energy initiatives,
including a district heating system to support the
Forthside development, and a new solar farm.
Mechanisms to manage the river’s tidal flow
and mitigate flood risk will include a barrage –
in itself an important new design feature and
attraction – and will enhance the biodiversity of
the river and riverbanks. These initiatives will
create opportunities to train the local workforce
in a number of skills, particularly renewable
energy, and support plans to establish Stirling as
a national hub in Clean Technology.

A new and innovative engineering
solution to mitigate flooding and
open access to the river.

The River project has generated
great interest and enthusiasm across
Stirling. Our people, communities and
businesses are keen to see this superb
natural asset return to the heart of
city life and play its part in enhancing
the surrounding landscape, built
environment, activity base and local
economy.
Headline Impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased tourism numbers and
revenue
Carbon reduction through green
energy solutions
Greater health and well-being of
communities
Improved transport connectivity
Flood prevention
Social innovation
Stirling
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The River
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Putting the river back at the
centre of city life will encourage
healthy and active lifestyles and
tackle fuel poverty through
the introduction of green
energy systems.

Stirling
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Rural Connections
The relationship between the city
of Stirling and its surrounding rural
communities – which includes its
Eastern villages - is a key consideration
in the City Development Framework.
The proposals include:•

•

•

enhancement of digital connections to the
three secondary schools outwith Stirling
City which serve a wide catchment of rural
communities, essentially providing a digital
hub in each location (Callander, Dunblane and
Balfron)
enhancement of the bus corridors into
Stirling reducing commuting times on public
transport for surrounding communities
combined with sustainable fuel stations for
buses to support greener transport options
completion of a new cycle route from Doune
to Callander, linking Stirling to Callander and
to the vast national cycle network within the
Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park
and beyond

These links seek to improve connectivity and
access across the whole area and particularly into
all of the City Development projects.
In addition, a key project has been identified in
Callander. Located around 15 miles north west of
Stirling, it is recognised as the Eastern Gateway
to the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park
and is often referred to as the Gateway to the
Highlands. It attracts a large number of visitors
annually, however, similar to Stirling it requires
investment to unlock significant opportunities
and address challenges in employability
and congestion.
In addition to its strategic location from a tourism
perspective, it is a key hub for the wider rural
communities. As well as a secondary school
serving a wide catchment, there are other
38

facilities including the shops and the health
centre providing important amenities and
employment opportunities.
There is a vibrant main street running through
it, however, like many rural towns the volume of
traffic moving through it creates challenges in the
quality of environment and in turn for local shops.
The River Teith also runs through the middle of
the town. This is a stunning feature, however,
there is only one narrow road bridge which
crosses it and one other narrow footbridge.
The proposal is to introduce an additional road
bridge and an enhanced pedestrian bridge.
This would unlock a significant development
opportunity on the south of the river meeting
demand for a major leisure resort which would
significantly enhance the offer for the whole
town and the wider rural area. The resort would
provide indoor leisure facilities right in the heart
of the town, complementary to the large number
of other accommodation including hotels, bed
and breakfast and the two caravan parks. It
would also be complementary to the wide range
of outdoor activities available within and
around Callander.
The development area would also unlock
potential for other opportunities, such as
provision of new sustainable housing to meet the
changing needs of the town’s population.
The new bridges would significantly reduce traffic
on the main high street and enable a new active
travel network to be incorporated with dedicated
cycle lanes and wider pavements for pedestrians.
This blend would create a more attractive street
environment enabling existing businesses
to thrive. It would significantly enhance the
connectivity between the north and the south of
the River Teith, creating safer routes to schools
and between the different residential areas and
the wide variety of holiday accommodation and
outdoor environments.

An exemplar in community
led regeneration through
improved connectivity and
sector diversification.

This is essential investment in a location which
has enormous opportunity to grow its economy
through addressing the challenges being
experienced by a number of local businesses
due to poor infrastructure.
A key aspect of this opportunity is as an
exemplar in community led regeneration.
The proposals have arisen from extensive
community participation including charrettes,
working in collaboration with a wide range of
key stakeholders including the Loch Lomond
and Trossachs National Park.
Headline Impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced physical and digital connectivity
to rural areas
Job creation in rural areas
New employment opportunities in
rural areas
Unlocking of prime development land
Increased attainment levels in rural areas
Increase tourism numbers and revenues

Stirling
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The Enabling Environment
The Stirling City Deal is directly aimed
at creating the enabling environment
that will unlock the key to opening
development sites, improving public
realm, housing and low carbon
connectivity and increasing capacity in
the transport and digital systems. Specific
outcomes will be seen by way of poverty
reduction, health and wellbeing equality,
return on investment in business growth,
investment in innovation and R&D and
considerable private investment into the
Stirling economy, in terms of capital flow,
existing business expansion and foreign
direct investment.
As cities must create the right environment to
attract resources required to maximise economic
growth, devolved local powers are critical.
Stirling is clear that its approach to job creation
is based on an internationalisation agenda, both
with regard to visitor attraction and key sector
development.
In addition to private and public sector
investment, it will be crucial in delivering the
programme, to use the policy levers available to
both the Council and other bodies. The Council
will utilise enabling legislation available to it to
attract target high-growth business and specific
industries and to enable key property and housing
matters to be addressed.
It is important that Stirling is able to take a lead
role in creating international policy, strategy
and investment plans which affect our city
and rural growth. Revenue support to attract
inward investment, more international visitors
both leisure and business and also specific
interventions to increase export activity are critical
for sector diversification.
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Investment in skills, training and community
pathways to employment in new opportunity
areas are vital to reach our most disadvantaged
and least engaged individuals. Stirling should be
performing a leadership role, with partners to
develop a city skills strategy and implementation
plan, for which investment is required.
The programme will also require a number of
key infrastructure improvement projects to be
delivered to enable the City Deal projects. These
are contained within the Local Transport
Strategy and the Local Development Plan.
Key enablers are:
•
•

•

•

Kildean to Cornton link road relieving central
traffic build up and enabling Big Data Centre
and further commercial space at Kildean
A new bridge and associated infrastructure
improvements in Callander to leverage
development investment and boost economic
activity
A connected plan of integrated cycle and
walking routes across the City to promote
health and wellbeing, ease traffic congestion
and support increased visitor numbers
A new motorway junction with slip roads
linking the A811 to the M9 to facilitate the
projected visitor and population growth in the
area over the next 20 years.

Digital Connectivity is the running water required
to catapult future sector growth, and the digital
capacity of the area will be enhanced and
extended through the gigabit and broadband
roll out. Supporting the network out into rural
and outlying villages will allow start-up and
SME businesses to flourish and compete
internationally, regardless of location.

Investment in housing, skills,
training and connectivity
to support our most
disadvantaged and least
engaged individuals access
new opportunities.

Housing
Housing is a critical enabler to Stirling’s ambition. A quality,
accessible, affordable home is an essential factor in
ensuring quality of life. The impact of housing on the ability
to gain and retain employment, access skills and training
opportunities, enjoy good mental and physical health and
build stable, attractive communities cannot be understated.
Stirling City Deal will be supported by a bespoke housing
strategy that seeks to ensure appropriate supply of homes
across tenures. This strategy will look at opportunities to
increase both housing quality and number across the city,
working with partners to create an appropriate blend of
tenure. We will also seek to maximise innovation in housing
design and build, and will seek revenue assistance to
extend the research and development capacity in this area.
Energy and Sustainability
Renewable energy projects will create sustainable growth
in the region’s generation capacity. Alongside innovative
energy storage solutions, this will allow Stirling to address
issues of carbon reduction, poor mains network coverage
and the challenges of fuel poverty. A solar thermal project
of scale would be ground-breaking, allowing Stirling to lead
the way in the UK in new methods of energy storage.
The district heating infrastructure will enable energy to be
supplied to the Grow On and The Harbour Buildings and
may extend to other areas of development on Forthside.
Green pathways, cycleways and alternative networks will
link to the key sites, allowing more people to commute and
navigate their way into City in an integrated and sustainable
manner. An integral part of the overall Transport Strategy
for the City, encouraged and supported by SUSTRANS,
this multi-layered approach to transport will ensure Stirling
accommodates the identified jobs and visitor growth
expected.
All of the enabling work will allow Stirling to maximise its
existing resources, grow the economy, visitor numbers and
population in a healthy and sustainable way for the benefit
of Scotland and beyond.

Stirling
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Stirling City
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1. Introduction
There is a shared understanding internationally that when city regions are
working effectively they have the potential to lift economic performance
and well being at a national level. Cities matter and investment to maintain
and enhance their physical assets will have wider benefits. (Scotland’s Cities:
Delivering for Scotland, Scottish Government 2011)
Capturing ambition and driving economic growth in Stirling is in all our interests and by utilising the city’s assets more effectively and to our best advantage we can lift our game and nurture a better competitive offer. This
will in turn achieve wider benefits, whether this means creating an attractive
vibrant city centre environment, increasing employment or developing the
right commercial environment for business and learning institutions to thrive.
To achieve a vibrant, dynamic, and enterprising Stirling, Stirling Council has
commissioned SLR Consulting Ltd to prepare a city development framework
that will guide development, coordinate and prioritise important investment
opportunities.
The framework will act as a catalyst and prospectus for investment and will
crucially set out how the required infrastructure can be funded and delivered to support the City to raise its competitive profile as the key economic
engine of its district. It provides a strategic response to a set of economic
challenges that are bespoke to Stirling and presents the strategic business
case for a suite of new signature project interventions and supporting infrastructure investments with a tailored funding and delivery strategy. The
framework will also include new concept masterplans for some of the key
project proposals.
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1.1 Structure of the City Development Framework
The Stirling City Development Framework is set out in four parts:






The Approach and Policy Background
The overarching strategy for Stirling City
Concept masterplans for key signature projects
The Funding and Delivery Plan, which will identify priority projects and
associated delivery strategy.
Critical next steps recommendations

The framework is supported by an especially commissioned economic baseline study which has been included by way of a technical appendix. (A)
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2. The Approach & Policy Background
The approach taken to the assessment of Stirling in this framework is informed
by a growing caseload of international city strategies that demonstrate the
importance of establishing a firm understanding of the ongoing competitiveness agenda within which cities must compete for investment.

The Centre for Cities monitors the performance of the UK’s city centre economies. On average, larger cities have seen their city centres become more
important and claim a larger proportion of jobs. Meanwhile medium and
small sized cities have overall experienced the opposite trend, with private
sector jobs moving away from the city centre, increasingly locating outside
the centre.

Creating an attractive and functional physical environment

3.

Providing good transport and infrastructure

Making better use of temporary space

What is clear for those cities like Stirling with weak city centres is that these
areas are not functioning well as places to do business. The aim of any policy intervention should be to change this. As set out above, city centres are
likely to become increasingly important in the future because of the benefits
they bring to high paid, high skilled services jobs. But the first aim in making a
city centre a more attractive business location should be to increase the
economic scale, attracting any office based business in the first instance.
This would have two main benefits. Firstly, it would concentrate economic
activity in one area, allowing the city to get more out of what it already has.
Concentrating activity in this way would create demand for retail and other
services, make jobs more accessible by public transport and make the city
less car dependent. Secondly, a higher level of activity would make it easier
to attract higher skilled jobs in the future. It is important to note here however that the ability to attract higher skilled jobs will depend on the number of
high skilled workers living in and around a city, so any policies designed to
improve a city centre’s appeal to businesses, must also include policies to
improve skills, a theme which is developed strongly within this framework

The Centre for Cities research brings together case studies of policies from
around the world that have succeeded in revitalising the economy of a city
through a focus on the attractiveness of the city for people and businesses. It
groups these policies into five main categories:

2.

5.

2.2 Making city centres attractive place for businesses to locate …
implications for cities with weaker city centres

The policy approach in more poorly performing city centre economies, such
as Stirling (See Economic baseline report, Appendix A) should be to focus on
increasing the economic scale of the city centre, improving the attractiveness of the city centre as a place to do business and drawing in any office
based business in the first instance.

Relocating employment to the city centre where possible

Attracting firms through incentives to stimulate business activity

In cities with relatively weaker centres, the focus should be on concentrating
and generating business activity there, ensuring it is an attractive place to live
and do business, and is well connected to surrounding areas and their labour
markets.

2.1 Delivering Change: Putting city centres ant the heart of the local economy
(Louise McGough & Elli Thomas, Centre for Cities (December
2014) )

1.

4.
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due to the strength of the learning sector within Stirling. While cities with
weaker centres need to focus on making those areas more attractive to
office based businesses to locate in, they make also want to think about how
their city centre can work alongside neighbouring areas. For Stirling this will
include ensuring that public transport services are available to link people
and jobs in the city centre and wider labour markets with its network of rural
villages and communities. It might also include improving the residential offer,
by raising the quality of the public realm in the city centre making it a more
attractive place to live.

Boosting competiveness is key to supporting long-term economic growth.
This relates to our ability to help new Scottish businesses to develop by supporting entrepreneurialism and access to finance, encouraging companies
to become more innovative and to exploit new commercial opportunities,
and to help businesses to grow and expand both at home and overseas.
We have taken significant steps to boost Scotland’s long-term competitiveness. This includes: introducing the most competitive business rates scheme
in the UK, investing £11 billion in Scotland’s infrastructure in the three years to
2015-16, establishing the Curriculum for Excellence to raise ambition and
attainment in our schools, and expanding the level of funded childcare to

2.3 The Government Economic Strategy 2015(The Scottish Government,
Edinburgh 2015)

help families with young children participate in the labour market.
We will build on these actions by establishing a Scottish Business Development Bank to support SMEs in Scotland with high growth potential, taking
forward a package of measures to boost business investment in innovative
activity including establishing a new Ministerial-led Innovation Forum; and
providing 30,000 new Modern Apprenticeships every year by 2020

Scotland’s Economic Strategy sets out an overarching framework for how
we aim to achieve a more productive, cohesive and fairer Scotland. It
forms the strategic plan for existing and all future Scottish Government policy. It prioritises boosting investment and innovation, supporting inclusive
growth and maintaining our focus on increasing internationalisation.

In addition to increasing competitiveness, we must also reduce inequality.
The international evidence is clear – that promoting competitiveness and
addressing inequality are interdependent. Reducing inequality is not only
important in itself, but is vital to creating the conditions to deliver sustainable economic growth over the long term.

There is growing international evidence that promoting competitiveness and
addressing inequality are important interdependent ambitions. This strategy
sets out our ambition to create a more cohesive and resilient economy that
improves the opportunities, life chances, and wellbeing of every citizen in
our country. Our purpose of creating a more successful country, with
opportunities for all of Scotland to flourish, through increasing sustainable
economic growth remains at the centre of our approach. In doing so
however, we are strengthening our approach to ensure that everyone in
Scotland has the opportunity to fulfil their potential.

We are implementing a range of policies as part of this strategy which will
make a difference. These include: an agenda for fair work, the Scottish Business Pledge, support for the living wage, and gender balance on corporate boards.
Within Scotland’s Economic Strategy there are four broad priority areas
where our actions will be targeted to make a difference –

Our approach is therefore based on two key pillars: increasing competitiveness and tackling inequality.
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An economy where growth is underpinned by long-term
sustainable investment in people, infrastructure and assets;



An economy where growth is based on innovation, change
and openness to new ways of doing things;



A society that promotes inclusive growth and creates opportunity
through a fair and inclusive jobs market and regional cohesion to
pro- vide economic opportunities across all of Scotland; and



A country with an international outlook and focus, open to trade, migration and new ideas.
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Baseling Stirling’s Economy- Understanding its
dynamic & future potential
Identifying and prioritising projects as part of the Development Framework
can only be based on an up to date assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of Stirling’s economy and its key sectors. This information sets the context for project delivery comprising of subsequent outline and full business
case assessments (out with the scope of this brief) that will be required to
support future funding applications.
An economic baseline report was commissioned to provide the evidence to
support the development of the strategic business case for a range of signature project interventions that would be the key outputs of the framework
Plan. These projects will be selected as having the most potential to address
the key issues, challenges and opportunities facing Stirling.
When it comes to developing the outline and full business case for priority
projects it will be important to demonstrate value for money and public interest. In line with accepted business case methodologies, this starts at the
strategic level with identifying a clear need which is in the public interest to
address. The rationale for each project needs to be stated and evidenced
from the outset and the first step in any appraisal requires research to identify the scope of the issues involved and the basis for action.
As set out in ‘Scotland’s Cities: Delivering for Scotland In collaboration with
Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness and Stirling’ (Scottish
Government, December 2011), improved access to finance is seen by the
Scottish Government as a key factor in delivering growth with a role for public and private sector finance. In order to increase access to private investment funds, the strategy identifies a need to


create and promote strong investment propositions aligned to distinctive City Visions and an in-depth understanding of the unique assets of
each of the Cities and regions;



set out clearly the returns that funds could expect on investments and
the enabling role of the public sector if required; and



ensure a clear engagement strategy for investors to signal they will
have the support of Government at the appropriate levels.
8
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£20,697, which represents around 94% of the national average but only 54%
of Edinburgh’s GVA per head and 64% of Glasgow’s GVA per head.

A robust economic baseline is therefore required to promote strong investment propositions and enable potential returns to be set out clearly. It provides an up to date assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of Stirling’s
economy as a basis on which to prioritise the potential project list. The economic baseline is set out in Appendix 2 of this report and its purpose is to:








Productivity
The productivity level in Stirling was only 63% of the Scotland average in
2012, revealing a clear overall productivity deficit. Only three out of the ten
sectors of the economy for which data was available recorded higher
productivity than nationally i.e. construction, accommodation and food services and other service activities.

Provide a robust foundation on which to base estimates of economic
gain around which to develop business cases for the priority projects.
Help business cases to withstand the scrutiny that will come from potential funders in the competitive funding environment which exists in
Scotland today.
Highlights the strengths and weaknesses of the local economy and
focus the regeneration planning work towards the issues that are having the most constraining effect on the local economy.
Focus on the sectors with most potential to make a difference in tackling these constraints.
Ensure Stirling’s work is consistent with the approach taken by other
cities within the Scottish Cities Alliance.

Employment
In 2013/2014, 43,700 people in Stirling were economically active. As a share
of the working age population this is only 0.2%below the national average
but higher than in Glasgow and Edinburgh. While economic activity among
16-24 year olds was significantly below the national average, this figure is
distorted by the large student presence. The 2011 Census found 6,978 fulltime students in the area, the large majority of whom are in this age bracket.
Stirling had a higher proportion of people in employment than nationally
(2013 / 2014), 72.7% compared to 72.2% in Scotland. The recession impacted
on employment rates and the data indicates a greater adverse impact on
the 16-24 age cohort. The proportion in full-time employment was 69.2%,
compared with 73.7 in Scotland. The public sector in Stirling has been less
significant in employment terms than nationally, although recently the City
has been converging towards the national average.

The summarised headlines from the baseline are as follows:
Population
The Stirling Council area had a population of approximately 91,260 in 2013.
Just under than half (49% or 44,301 people) lives within the City of Stirling
boundary. The next three largest settlements in the area are Dunblane, Bannockburn and Bridge of Allan. The Local Development Plan identifies Stirling’s catchment area as some 250,000 people across the Forth Valley. Between 1981 and 2013, Stirling’s resident population grew faster than nationally. However, growth has mainly been driven by those aged 65 and over,
reflecting a clear long term ageing trend.
Macroeconomic Output

The key employment sectors in Stirling in 2013 were public administration,
education and health, financial and other business services, wholesale and
retail and accommodation and food services. Major private sector employers include Ogilvie Group, Prudential, Falcon Food Services, Forth Electrical
Services, United Auctions, Graham’s Family Dairies, Capita, Superglass,and
Norbord. .

In 2013, the Perth & Kinross and Stirling Region was a £4.9bn economy
whose economic growth was lower than that of other comparator areas
such as Edinburgh, Glasgow and Scotland. The entire Region area was impacted upon by the recession but is now achieving growth. Average GVA
per head in the Perth & Kinross and Stirling Region in the same year was

The University of Stirling and Stirling Council are two of the biggest public
sector employers in the area. 11,600 students are currently studying at the
University, which has grown into a major research centre, with more than 40
companies engaging in various forms of research and development at the
Stirling University Innovation Park. Other public sector companies that are
9
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Deprivation

major employers in the city include NHS Forth Valley, the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency and the Civil Aviation Authority

While the Council area also has below average levels of youth unemployment and long-term unemployment, there are pockets of employment deprivation in certain parts of the area. Stirling contains only 5 areas in the 10%
most deprived in Scotland.

Education and Skills
Stirling residents are more qualified than the average Scottish workforce, a
highly desirable feature for employers. Good schools are available at all levels and together with the Forth Valley College and University of Stirling provide a strong education infrastructure. Moreover, Stirling has more people
who are managers, directors and senior officials and who have professional
occupations than the Scottish average.
Travel to Work and Earnings
Data on earnings is available both on a workplace and residence basis. The
difference is that while workplace data records the average earning per
job located in a given local authority, the residence data records how
much local authority area residents earn independent of their place of
work.
The data therefore reflects travel to work patterns. In 2014, there was a significant gap between workplace and residence earnings reflecting commuting to higher paid positions in Glasgow, Falkirk and Edinburgh and elsewhere.
Business Base
Stirling was home to around 3,610 businesses in 2013 employing 41,100 people, representing 2% of the total Scotland business base. Growth in the business stock mirrored the national average from 2004 to 2013; although business start-up and closure rates were above the Scottish average, indicating
an entrepreneurial culture.
The majority of growth in enterprise numbers has been concentrated in service sectors, particularly finance and insurance, education and professional, scientific and technical, all sectors generating high added value to the
economy. Relative to the national economy, Stirling is highly specialised in
the financial and insurance, accommodation and food sectors and less reliant on the public sector.
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Key Future Trends
Population
Stirling’s population is expected to increase, with the emphasis increasingly
on older age cohorts. The area’s working age population is forecast to grow
by 2.1%, while Scotland’s is likely to fall by 2.6% from 2015 to 2030.
Employment
Stirling’s four main employment industries are likely to remain Public Services,
Wholesale & Retail, Professional & Other Private Services and Accommodation, Food Services & Recreation. Growth in overall employment in Stirling
expressed as the number of FTEs will increase from 10% between 2000 and
2015 to 13% during 2015 and 2030, exceeding the national average of 9%.
GVA
Stirling’s GVA is forecast to increase by an average of 2.2% per annum from
£2bn in 2015 to £2.8bn in 2030, higher than nationally predicted levels. The
main sectors in terms of their contribution to total GVA are expected to remain the same as in 2000 and 2015 i.e. Public Services, Professional & Other
Private Services, Wholesale & Retail and Finance & Insurance.
Productivity
By 2030 average GVA per worker is forecast to fall below the overall national average. This is due to the fact that growth in productivity for some sectors is likely to slow down while other sectors will experience further declines
in productivity. In Stirling, only five of 12 sectors are forecast to be more productive than average i.e. Utilities, Construction, Information & Communication, Finance & Insurance and Public Services.
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3. The overarching strategy for Stirling CityConstructing the Strategic Case
The economic baseline for Stirling identifies a range of issues that will impact
on the city’s future performance and development. The key challenges facing Stirling are to grow the economy building added value and productivity,
and to increase the city centre attraction to create a more vibrant and assertive location for business investment. Seven key challenges emerge from
the economic baseline and can be summarised as follows:
Productivity: Stirling has seen a steady decline since 2000 in GVA per worker
with only five of the city’s twelve sectors exceeding the national average. By
2030 GVA per worker is forecast to fall below the national average. Productivity growth in key sectors is likely to slow, while other sectors will experience
further decline. The city needs to arrest this trend as a matter of urgency. The
key drivers to address productivity are education, technology and place
accessibility both internal and external.
Innovation: Innovation across all sectors in Stirling is essential to create added value and boost productivity. Stirling has to build on its competitive advantage in the sectors of finance, food and drink and tourism and drive new
initiatives with its learning partners to strengthen creativity and research and
development activity.
Business Growth: Because of its well established learning sector, quality of life
offer and its transport links to central Scotland, Stirling has a strong entrepreneurial spirit with business birth rates well exceeding the Scottish average.
This is a strength that the city must consolidate through stronger academic
and industry collaborations, better support for nurturing local talent and
more integrated pathways for the creative industries. There is a specific deficit in good quality and well aligned business incubation and grow-on space
that the city must address.
12
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Place Accessibility: As stated above Stirling city centre is the most important economic space in the region. This is the hub of commercial, cultural and civic life and the engine room of the city economy. It must remain pre-eminent in this role and be fully equipped to function accordingly. Hence the city must possess a first class transportation network that can
connect it sustainably to its town and village communities, to its area of
influence within central belt of Scotland and to other national and international destinations. A package of measures is needed to support new investment opportunities in the city centre including a new public transport
hub at Stirling station and some critical improvements to the local and regional road network.

Destination Development: A focus on destination development is absolutely
vital for Stirling if it is to address the somewhat dull and soulless character of
the city centre. Stirling city centre is the most important economic space in
the region but the heritage, culture and retail offer of the city is tired and
failing to confront competitive challenges of other centres such as Falkirk
and Perth. The 5pm shut down of the retail centre with its poor evening
economy offer, the absence of community and student animation and the
short stay nature of the tourism offer combine to create a place that is simply underwhelming and uninspiring for both community animation and business investment.
Assertive Tourism: Approximately 80% of tourist visits to Stirling are made by
Scottish residents with a low level of repeat visits and very limited business
spend. What was perceived to be a strong area of performance for Stirling is
now subject to increasing competition as other cities invest in their cultural
and heritage asset bases and develop integrated strategies (retail, food,
evening economy, community events, cultural programmes) to lengthen the
period of stay and increase the share of tourism sector spend. Stirling has the
heritage asset base to outperform the competition but it needs to be much
more assertive about how it will increase its share of the high spend international audiences, how it will extend visitor stays and how its heritage assets
will be better aligned with its city centre retail and evening economy offer.
Inclusion: Stirling’s resident population has been growing faster than the national average and this growth has been driven by those aged 65 and over
reflecting a long term aging trend. Stirling also has five areas listed in the 10%
most deprived in Scotland. Economic inactivity will therefore be a challenge
in some parts of the Stirling area and this will call for innovative community
based solutions to create local economic development opportunities. New
networks for skills development and learning will be critical to tackling deprivation, maintaining international competitiveness and providing access to
opportunity.
13
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Differentiation
Four areas offer the potential for this:

The baseline identifies seven key challenges for Stirling. The Framework must
respond to these with an overarching proposition: one which does not simply mirror the approaches of other cities, but rather develops an accelerated
strategy for the City to build and develop a lead economic and cultural role
between Glasgow and Edinburgh.



Where effective strategies and delivery programmes have been developed,
the Framework will seek to adapt them to Stirling’s benefit: where new approaches are needed, the Framework encourages innovation. Adopting a
more assertive role as part of the Scottish Cities Alliance is part of the Framework proposition.



To achieve this, Stirling must differentiate itself from its competition:






making the most of its strategic position at the heart of Scotland’s
transport and communications networks, its pivotal role between Central and Highland Scotland, and its central role in the country’s history
and heritage. High quality and efficient road and rail inter-city links will
be supported by state of the art City centre facilities. Leading capacity and resilience in the City’s digital and communications infrastructure
will reinforce this central role
Exploiting the strength and capability of Stirling financial services, education and academic facilities to boost productivity across the City
economy. Digital and other infrastructure provision will be supported
by leading skills development propositions
Providing the key infrastructure needed to enable Stirling and its City
Centre to increasingly attract people for living, business, recreation
and culture. A signature, high capacity transport interchange will effectively connect Forthside within an expanded City Centre. Green
infrastructure, pedestrian and cycle as well as road infrastructure will
link the centre to key projects areas.
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The Heritage City. The city simply does not make the most of its cultural asset base. There is considerable potential to deepen this sector and be much more assertive about taking on the competition
and putting in place the destination dynamics that could put Stirling
in the realms of York, Chester and Durham as one of the must see
cultural destinations in the UK for international audiences (who currently only make up 20% of its visitor profile). Arguably no other city
in Scotland is blessed with the cultural riches of Stirling.
The Finance & Business Innovation City: Stirling has very strong association with the financial services sector with the Prudential, Capita
and HSBC as major investors in the city. It also possesses a new business birth rate that out performs the national average. People like
starting a business in Stirling and there is the opportunity to build substantially on this and establish the digital and data handling infrastructure that can facilitate these sectors to cluster and invest further
in Stirling.
The University City- Possibly the most conspicuous disconnect in Stirling is the integration of the learning institutions within daily civic life
of the city. The out of town campus and the absence of a city centre presence by the University undermines so much good energy
which would otherwise make the place vibrant and engaging. It’s a
natural bedfellow for Finance and Business Innovation City above
and cries out for more dynamic integration.
The Connected City- The high business birth rate in Stirling is explained by talent on the one hand and proximity to markets via a
good regional transport network on the other. The theme of
‘connected’ can apply to the transport network, the digital network

Stirling Framework Plan 2015

and the integration of all four concepts above...but few cities can be
as physically well connected in transport terms to the customer base
of the Scottish central belt as Stirling and this must be seen as a stand
out advantage.
Collectively these concepts offer a compelling competitive proposition
and with the right project interventions, they offer the opportunity to accelerate the performance of Stirling as a dynamic economic engine driving
regional growth and development.
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4. The Signature Projects
The framework responds to the seven economic challenges set out above
by setting out a number of signature projects that will address key aspects of
Stirling competitiveness profile.

There will therefore be the requirement for Stirling to evolve an economic
strategy response that encapsulates all the supportive policies and actions
that are required to fully embed the benefits of these five signature projects
and to work in partnership with its key stakeholders to agree a structured
programme of delivery. It is beyond the brief of this commission to fully outline the scope of all of these supporting actions but the key elements of
these will be highlighted in recommendations in the final report once the
strategic direction of the framework is agreed.

Signature projects are those that are considered catalytic in nature- that is
they have a leadership role in transforming the performance of an economic sector by putting in place a single initiative or project that has the ability
or capacity to produce transformational change within that sector. Signature projects are supported by and rely upon a package of actions and initiatives that deepen and extend the benefits of the signature intervention
within the city economy. These may be new policy responses that require to
be created by the Council and its partners.

The rationale and strategic case for each of the signature projects is summarised in the table overleaf.
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Stirling Framework Strategic Case Summary
Productivity

Innovation

Business Growth

Destination
Development
More vibrant
community, heritage, culture and
retail offer

Assertive
Tourism
Tackling the competition, building
the place offer

Inclusion

Framework
Challenges

Drivers in education and
technology

Adding value in
finance, food /
drink and heritage

Nurturing business
birth rates and
sustained growth

Digital Hub

High Speed digital hub
showcasing digital technologies & data analytics
as platform for increased
productivity

Demonstration
centre for creativity and R&D. Provides access to
learning and innovation support to
enrol businesses in
innovative working

Boost to business
birth rates and a
focal point for
academic and
industry collaboration

A 24/7 venue in
the heart of the
city with a linked
events and industry networking
agenda. Adds
vibrancy and creativity to city.

Events and networking agenda
create new reasons to visit Stirling.
Digital media capability creates
new vibrancy that
can feed the tourism sector

Digital technologies
have potential to
widen access to
hard to reach communities with proactive targeted outreach programmes

Located in the heart
of the city adjacent
to cultural venues
linked to the public
transport network

S-MAC
(Stirling
Metropolitan
Arts Centre)

Contemporary performance, conference and
visual arts centre providing civic and creative
space for public, corporate and academic sectors

Linked to creative
hubs nationally,
and with University
and College, to
connect creativity, arts and innovation across all
sectors.

Provides public
platform for showcasing new creative industry projects, and integrating creativity
and learning in
business.

A new cultural
venue in the heart
of the city stemming leakage to
Perth, Glasgow
and Edinburgh

Helps to raise the
city’s cultural profile and attract
new and extended stay audiences, especially with
new presence
from the national
collections

Programme of arts
outreach provides
pathways to education and skills development for hard
to reach communities

Located in the heart
of the city adjacent
to cultural venues
linked to the public
transport network

Knowledge
Hub

Provides Incubation,
grow on space, advice
and mentoring through
University and College
links to help retain and
nurture the growth and
development of indigenous business.

Potential to combine an incubation hub with the
digital hub and
MAC to create a
vibrant city centre
business and innovation campus.

Potential combination of SUIP and
STEP to streamline
the growth cycle,
sharpen business
support framework and hold
talent in Stirling

Combines with
MAC and Digital
hub to creates
new business centre in the heart of
the city’s adjacent to its cultural
venues and evening economy.

Increases city
centre vibrancy
during the day
and boosts early
evening economy
adding to city
centre’s destination appeal

Easily accessible
focal point for training and employment opportunities
to benefit the wider
Stirling area through
targeted outreach
programmes

Located in the
heart of the city
adjacent to cultural
venues
linked to the public
transport network
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Focused on the
needs of all in the
community

Place
Accessibility
A connected low
carbon transport
network
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Stirling Framework Strategic Case Summary
Framework
Objectives

Productivity

Innovation

Business Growth

Destination
Development

Assertive
Tourism

Inclusion

Place
Accessibility

Drivers in education and
technology

Adding value in
finance, food /
drink and heritage

Nurturing business
birth rates and
sustained growth

More vibrant community, heritage,
culture and retail
offer

Tackling the competition, building
the place offer

Focused on the
needs of all in the
community

A connected low
carbon transport
network

Royal
Market

New platform for the
food and drink sector
with strong links with the
rural enterprise and with
food science research.

Showcases regional produce
with easy access
to consumers markets and commercial buyers.

Entry level opportunities to retailing,
product development and regional marketing.

Addresses the cultural
vibrancy of Stirling as a
place to live and invest
particularly for those in
the knowledge sector

Links cultural programming with
community development initiatives
and destination
development programmes

Creates environment for artists
and artisan businesses to grow,
nurturing distinctiveness and local
creative talent

Entry level opportunity for community based businesses.
Focus for health
promotions and
healthy eating programmes
Designed to engage with local
communities in all
aspects of the cultural quarter programme

Heritage
Park

Research and development strategy to establish
the significance of Stirling’s hidden heritage
assets in terms of
UNESCO’S universal value
assessments and their
economic potential

Opportunity to
package key heritage assets
and diversify the
visitor economy
introducing new
audiences and
new international
market segments
to Stirling

Opportunities for
new business development from
greater access to
history and heritage.

Adds to compelling heritage asset
list to add to the
international profile of Stirling with
strong potential to
make Stirling an
extended stay
location.

Extensive range of
possibilities for community involvement
and for training and
skills development
programmes.

New transport infrastructure will be required to service the
site.

Sports
Village
Extension

Reinforces a competitive
strength of Stirling in
sports science development

Clusters sport facility development
with supporting
new business accommodation

Develops new
sport based business space capacity and investment in the leisure
sector

Extends the viability of the existing
village and build
another destination venue for Stirling

Complements the
visitor audience of
Stirling and helps
develop an extended stay drawing visitors into the
old town streets
Builds capacity for
a vibrant city centre experience
and evening
economy linking
the top of the
town with the city
centre.
Opportunity to
package Stirling
amongst the
premier heritage
cities in the UK
and potentially
within UNESCO’s
WHS list providing
a competitive
edge to other
destinations
Enhances the capacity of Stirling to
host major sporting events

Located in the heart
of the city adjacent
to cultural venues
linked to the public
transport network

Cultural
Quarter

Provides a vibrant
and dynamic new
venue to the old
town, reinvigorating the independent retail offer in
Stirling
Creates a focus for
cultural event
management and
coordination and
for street animation and festival
planning

Creates wider community access and
active lifestyle promotion.

Located in the heart
of the city adjacent
to public transport
infrastructure.

Transport

Upgrades
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Located in the heart
of the city adjacent
to cultural venues
linked to the public
transport network
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Why these projects?
The Royal Market is about two things; creating a new and dynamic platform
for the food and drink sector in Stirling (over 500 businesses and growing)
and creating a focal point in the old town to regenerate activity between
the Castle and the retail core. This will be a multi use, 7 day a week venue
to help develop a distinctiveness to the city’s town centre offer. When not
being used for market use the site can be used for events, exercise classes,
yoga, ty-chi, school and community activities.

The Digital Hub is the innovation spark of the strategy. The economic baseline
highlights a steady drift towards low productivity and falling GVA for Stirling as
its sectors struggle to innovate and compete. The Digital Hub is about establishing a research and development resource and a business networking resource that will create new networks for collaboration between academia
and industry and those engaged in e-commerce. It will be a dynamic centre
of activity nurturing small business development (specialist incubation) as well
as being a key enabler for those already established in Stirling to extend and
develop their e-commerce strategies. Think small (10,000 sq ft) but very specialist.

The Cultural Quarter is about bringing a cohesion and community focus to
the cultural assets of the old town but also about developing a more vibrant
and integrated cultural offer for Stirling to help nurture artistic talent and
create a vibrancy that can help sustain and develop existing venues and
businesses.

Whereas the digital hub provides the innovation ’spark’ in the strategy, the
Knowledge Hub is the much larger grow-on space that will work hand in
hand with it. Stirling has strong track record of above average business birth
rates but it faces a shortage of office space for incubating and growing the
SME sector. This could in essence be a collaboration between STEP and SUIP,
whose facilities are currently oversubscribed but it could extend to incorporate a library or Council archive and present a great opportunity to develop
a University presence in the heart of the city. Think large, say 50-75,000 sq ft.

Heritage Park is about unearthing a new heritage story for Stirling stretching
beyond the Royal Palace to its Celtic, Roman and Arthurian Past. The potential here lies in the development of new visitor audiences, extended stay
opportunities and new business development in the heritage sector to establish Stirling as the pre-eminent venue for heritage visits in Scotland.
And finally the Sports Village Extension is about driving home an advantage
for Stirling and continuing to build the capacity for sports business development linked to the centre of excellence status established by Stirling University.

The S-MAC- is a model for a new form of business focused arts and conferencing venue linked to the digital and knowledge hub projects. G-MAC in
Manchester, B-MAC in Belfast and The Watershed in Bristol are representative
of a type of arts and business venue that is proving to be a major driver of
new business development activity in their respective cities. Co-located with
the knowledge hub and the Engine Shed, the day time focus is on seminar,
conferencing and business suite use with a boost into the evening economy
of a vibrant events venue and meeting space, something Stirling City Centre
desperately needs. Think business service centre and events venue for the
Knowledge Hub and Engine Shed

With much closer alignment between the city’s key sectors in learning and
skills, finance, food and drink, heritage and services, then collectively these
project interventions will transform Stirling’s innovation and productivity performance. Each of these can be examined in more detail below.
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Signature Project 1- Stirling Digital Hub
Essential Rationale: The Stirling City Digital Hub would underpin all sectors
of the city region’s economy and provide a competitive advantage to
the city for business investment within the highly valued knowledge sector. The project is a catalyst for new investment and transformative in
terms of Stirling’s current competitive profile with the Scottish Cities Alliance.

Digital infrastructure is now, and will be more and more in the future, the
key element around which to plan key competitive actions for Stirling.
Faster broadband will bring huge benefits to all sectors within Stirling’s
competitive baseline. It will enable local businesses to do what they did
before but faster, and will allow them to explore exciting new ways of doing business. It will specifically address a relative deficit in IT and communications infrastructure in Stirling and address issues of underperformance in
business productivity and innovation as suggested in recent trends.
A digital hub could be provided in one central location or at a number of
linked locations within the city. Digital Hubs tend to be small at around
10,000sq ft, and operate as 24/7 venues fully integrated with the evening
economy of the city. They require a strategy that links them with grow on
space (The Knowledge Hub) but they do not need to be colocated with
this. The hub is comprised of a high capacity fibre optic link and is provided to a building or network of buildings housing innovation space. The hub
could facilitate:






Business networking venue and social space
Research and Development and problem resolution centre
Smart City management R&D
Financial sector sponsors with a requirement for big data and secure
connectivity

It is however critical to stress that with a digital hub comes the requirement
to have a business innovation strategy to match. The technology without
the right strategic innovation response could be a wasted resource.
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Super-connected benefits:

 Facilitates the introduction of a SMART city network to Stirling with a wire-

 increased productivity and competitiveness
 improved access to information and facilitation of innovation in part














nership with Stirling University, Forth Valley College and the local businesses
creation of platforms for greater business-to-business collaboration
within the Stirling region
improved access to markets and opportunities worldwide
provision of opportunities for businesses to become producers of ultrafast-enabled content and applications – big data within the financial
sector
development of the knowledge-based economy – a Stirling strength
increased flexible working and reducing business travel and commuting
improved access to education and training.
improved home working connection building on Stirling’s competitive
profile as a small business location. opportunities for local communities to witness, experience, and engage in cultural and creative activities, stimulating confidence, pathways to employment etc.
opportunity to be Scotland’s leader in digital technologies and creativity.
online teaching systems which enable advanced communication
between students and teacher.
advanced security and network management
storage of a large amount of information in web hard drive (cloud)
which students can easily access
availability of wireless internet in high footfall areas which attract
large numbers of tourists, such as the castle, city centre and Stirling
Railway Station
the ability to develop integrated heritage, arts, evening economy
and town centre promotions and orientation.



less city centre and app’s addressing integrated city centre management initiatives
Provides a digital facilitator for ‘hot house’ activity with the SME and
third sector driving business growth

 Provides critical infrastructure that could embed key sustainability advantages for the development of a low carbon development quarter at
Forthside in the heart of the city.
Who are the key delivery Partners?
 BT Scotland








Stirling Council
University of Stirling
Forth Valley College
Operator within the financial services sector.
Scottish Futures Trust
Industry sponsor

Likely Budget: for a single restored building circa 10,000sq ft in the old town
£5m
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Signature Project 2- Stirling Metropolitan Arts
Centre (S-MAC)
Stirling’s reputation as a crucible of Scottish history and heritage is firmly
established and will be sustained by the network of outstanding visitor attractions that it hosts at locations such as Stirling Castle, The Wallace Monument, Bannockburn and the Smith Institute. What it gains in these cultural
assets it loses in the local arts and community animation sector which is
struggling to hold audiences and develop a vibrant offer for the city and
the surrounding catchment. Stirling has always been challenged by substantial leakage to events and productions in Glasgow and Edinburgh,
however, Falkirk and Perth now attract audiences from Stirling too due in
large part to those towns’ investment in new infrastructure in the last 10-15
years, particularly Perth’s Horsecross Centre. The effect of strong competition elsewhere is borne out by the depressed evening economy offer in
Stirling, the struggling viability of its existing venues and the empty streets in
the city centre. This further hinders Stirling’s attempts to hold on to, and
take added value from, its established heritage audiences which extend
too little dwell time in the city centre- a major disconnect in the city’s
economy – favouring new competitor attractions such as Falkirk’s Kelpies
and the Falkirk Wheel.
A common thread across all of the seven cities in the Scottish Cities Alliance is the focus on place-making and vibrancy for their respective city
centres. Stirling needs to create mature and vibrant mixed-use areas,
evolve a contemporary arts venue that can significantly enhance the
town centre and complement the city’s existing arts and events offer at
the Tollbooth and Albert Halls. To address this a MAC (Metropolitan Arts
Centre) is proposed.
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The S-MAC Proposition
MAC is a social space in the heart of the city that uses creativity and cul-

Scotland and the plans of the Council and University to establish a joint ar-

ture to quicken the pulse of Stirling. It is a key element of the planned reinvigoration of Forthside for public, cultural and leisure use, and will provide

chive facility in the area.
S-MAC should:

a versatile mix of performance and gallery spaces that provide a programme of social events and touring professional shows throughout the
year. At the centre of MAC is a versatile performance and conference
arena, with a visual arts facility housing touring exhibitions from the national collections that gives it a public-facing social function as a performance venue, gallery and drop-in cafe-pub, as well as providing a professional venue for corporate and academic events.
By day MAC will contribute to the Forthside civic environment as a busy
hub and gathering space for casual visitors, locals, conference delegates
and creative artists and organisations. It will blend the cultural and social
functions of spaces such as Dundee’s DCA and Bristol’s Watershed, with
the practical conference and civic functions of venues like the Sage



Be a key component of a new destination strategy for the city centre
spanning local people and visitors.



Provide a national and international USP that can draw visitors and
local people into Stirling



Provide a community focus in the heart of the city



Host major event and festival projects



Build on the pioneering work of both macrobert and Sistema Scotland
in developing socially engaged work for the community



Develop a 21st century facility for both the visual and performing arts



Complement the cultural and research activity already taking place
on the University campus, at the Macrobert and in incubator spaces

Gateshead and the Maltings in Berwick. In the evening the event space
Essential Rationale: A new Stirling MAC would reinvigorate the city centre and create a new contemporary venue on the Scottish national arts
scene. It would come with a package of measures to help build the
evening economy of the city centre, bringing new life to the heart of
the city, at the centre of the city’s public transport network and fully integrated with the clustering of arts and heritage venues in the historic
care of the town. Such a project would help establish the City Centre as
a cultural destination, enabling it to remain competitive as an investment location, reduce its leakage to competing locations and enhance
its ability to extend the dwell time of its lucrative heritage visitor audience.

will host a range of touring music, stand-up and other events in the versatile arena that allows for different configurations of small and mediumsized seating spaces. The on-site bars and late-opening galleries will make
the venue an attractive city-centre destination for locals, and its location
alongside the rail station makes it an easy venue to access from Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Perth in less than an hour.
The creative campus synergy is extended with two initiatives already underway at Forthside, namely, the very ambitious plans of Historic Scotland
to develop their conservation and curatorial services at the Engine Shed,
as an educational resource and centre of excellence for these skills in
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Benefits

Who are the key delivery Partners?

Benefits include:




Historic Scotland
University of Stirling



Forth Valley College

people, linking cultural providers such as Sistema Scotland with aca-




Stirling Council
Creative Scotland



demic providers
new venue with capacity for business conferencing and training

Likely Budget : for a single building c.£25-30m



potential to link with the digital hub with ultrafast-enabled content



opportunity to reinvent a contemporary arts offer for Stirling building



on the area’s significant history of community arts development
opportunity to develop a creative pathway for children and young

and applications for the film, media and visual arts sector (already a


strength of Stirling University)
key component of a revitalised destination agenda for central



Stirling
potential to link access to education, training and a town centre



innovation hub
capable of streaming live events and international performances



into Stirling.
better connected and more accessible to the community




at the centre of the public transport network and rail network
a new community focus in the heart of the city.



off campus teaching venue potential



clustered within the historic core.




reason for an extended stay in Stirling
a contemporary cultural destination in its own right working in
alignment with the Tollbooth and Albert Halls
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Signature Project 3- Stirling Knowledge Hub

Essential Rationale: The Stirling innovation centre would underpin the
city’s requirement for quality office space providing a competitive advantage to the city for business investment within the highly valued
knowledge sector. It could harness the considerable advantages of being linked to the new digital hub (signature project 1)

Stirling University is a world leading institution with a strong research and
development programme across a number of industry sectors. The University’s on campus innovation park (SUIP) is currently at capacity and new
space is needed to help develop the capacity of the university to provide
opportunities to foster new business growth from within its well established
research fields. Stirling Enterprise Park (STEP) in the city centre is Stirling
Council’s incubator facility and it too is at capacity. There is an urgent
need to develop new business incubation and business acceleration accommodation to enable Stirling to grow its indigenous business sector and
to help nurture key linkages between the University and Forth Valley College and regional industry. This will specifically address a relative deficit in
SME accommodation in Stirling and address issues of underperformance in
business productivity and innovation.
Business incubator and acceleration:







Town centre based innovation centre linked to specific third level innovation programmes -SUIP II
General SME Business incubator and accelerator space- STEP II
The potential for a combined facility integrating both
City management functions and Council office space
Digital Hub link enabling fast and secure data handling
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Benefits
Benefits include:


new innovation centre in the heart of the city-reinvigoration of the



town centre as the most important economic space in the region
extended benefits of SME clustering




increased productivity and competitiveness
improved access to information and facilitation of innovation in
partnership with Stirling University, Forth Valley College and the local



businesses
creation of platforms for greater business-to-business collaboration



within the Stirling region
improved access to markets and opportunities worldwide



development of the knowledge-based economy – a Stirling strength



increased flexible working and reducing business travel and com-



muting due to transport links
cross benefits to the development of the city centre evening econo-



my.
University and College presence in the city centre.




employment pathways to increase graduate retention
springboard opportunity for entrepreneurship

Who are the key delivery Partners?

 Stirling University (SUIP)
 Stirling Council (STEP)
 Forth Valley College
Likely Budget- c £10m depending on scale
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Public markets thrive on the distinctive characteristics of urban places, tak-

Signature Project 4- Stirling Royal Market
Stirling’s food and drink sector employs over 3000 people in some 530 local

ing full advantage of their density, complexity, and spontaneity. Authentic
public markets offer a glimpse of a city’s unique culture and have the ca-

businesses and has strong links and dependencies on the rural economy

pacity to augment and enhance the civic and visitor offer. Stirling’s existing

of the region. The sector is recognised as having considerable potential to
contribute not just to economic growth but also to town centre vibrancy,

farmers market has the potential to step up to fulfil a much more dynamic
role in the regeneration of the city centre and in the development of the
wider regional food and drink sector.

evening economy development, live performance programme, placemaking and social objectives around wellbeing and good health.

The market will be:
 A key component of a new destination strategy for the city centre

To deepen the value of this this sector Stirling must support not only large
firms and organisations within the food supply chain but also countless small



transactions among individuals and small businesses. Public markets can
offer an effective strategy for reintroducing and fostering these trans-




actions and thereby offer the potential to help restore the functioning of
those parts of the city which are experiencing difficulties in terms of low
footfall and subdued evening economy activity. By lowering the barriers
for start-up businesses, by achieving a critical mass of market traders, and
by establishing a direction or theme for economic activity, a refreshed
public market offer could build a framework for sustainable growth and
be a major shop window for regional produce. Notwithstanding the im-

spanning local people and visitors
Focused on the route between the Castle and King Street to draw visitors
to the trading core
Designed with contemporary fixed canopy structures
Targeted at evening trading hours 4-8 to bridge the daytime and even-



ing economy transition
Linked to local food supply chains in the surrounding rural economy and



good providence
Enabled for social enterprise and local community management

Essential Rationale: Stirling needs to address its sometimes soulless historic
core with a project that sits easily with its tradition as one of the great market towns of Scotland. A new food market initiative would come with a
package of measures to help strengthen the regional food and drink sector, the evening economy of the city centre bringing new life to the heart
of the city, while retaining strong and direct links with the regions rural economy. Such a project would help establish the City Centre as a diverse and
distinctive retail destination enabling it to remain competitive as an investment location, reducing retail leakage to competing locations, incubating
local artistic and artisan talent and enhancing its ability to extend the dwell
time of its lucrative heritage visitor audience.

portant distinction that needs to be made between street trading at one
end of the spectrum of market activity and a venue specific managed
and serviced market facility at the other, public markets can address
some of the more challenging aspects of urban areas such as the need to
reinvigorate the city’s historic shopping streets and create inviting and
safe public spaces; the need to support small scale economic activity and
confront the problems of sporadic street trading and the need to provide
fresh, high quality produce.
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ment, education, agriculture, cultural and economic development,

Benefits

waste prevention and management, urban regeneration and land use,
and tourism

Benefits include:



rebranding Stirling as a vibrant city centre destination
stimulating footfall within the historic city core raising existing trading

Who are the key delivery Partners?


Stirling Council



levels
bridging the daytime and evening economy transition and extend-



ing trading hours
platforming Stirling as a food capital of Scotland





Stirlingshire Voluntary Enterprise
Forth Valley Food Links
NHS Forth Valley



providing entry level access for new food & drink enterprises



Historic Scotland



key component of a revitalised destination agenda for central Stir-



Grow Forth Network



ling
potential to link with enterprise development in the rural economy




Creative Scotland
Visit Scotland



and villages
capable of animating live events and festivals




Local communities, artists and artisans
Local small business enterprise and growth initiatives



extending dwell time in the city centre for heritage visitors



access to good fresh , competitively priced local produce





a new community focus in the heart of the city
a strong link with the rural community
distinctive retail offer



opportunities for artistic and artisan incubation.



critical infrastructure that could embed key sustainability ad-

Likely Budget – c.£2.5m plus public realm and transport improvements.

vantages for a wider food strategy for Stirling addressing localised
food systems that will promote environmental sustainability, food security, social equity, economic prosperity, fair trading and the health


and well-being of all residents.
a platform for a wider policy initiative on food to link initiatives in
public health, environmental sustainability, community develop30
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Royal Market– Key Elements
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The hub will offer:

Signature Project 5– Cultural Quarter



A centre for creative industries and organisations to flourish



Community developed programmes of creative activity



Employment, education and learning opportunities for students including academic placements and work experience



Incubation space for artists and makers



An integrated approach to venue promotion, ticketing and events to
maximise marketing impact



Food, drink and creative retail opportunities to attract local and tourism custom



Opportunities for exhibitions, events and significant performance

unique performance and music and art activities across a range of ven-



ues like the Tolbooth and Old Town Jail as well as other significant venues
such as the Castle, Cowanes Hospital, the Albert Hall and Smith Museum.

A creative corridor linking the town with the cultural quarter, using
lighting and art installations



A platform for hosting large scale events that span a range of sites,
each with their unique offer.

There is an emerging separation between the cultural activity in the old
town of Stirling and the local resident community which needs to be addressed. This is a significant disconnect in the city’s asset base. There is also a need to grow an authentic ‘homegrown’ cultural and creative base,
to support the aspirations of the city into the future.
A new and vibrant cultural quarter will focus on transforming the Top of
the Town area of Stirling as a place of vibrancy and animation for residents and tourists, connecting it with the retail centre, Forthside and heritage park areas of the city, as well as its rural areas. This exciting initiative
will provide the conditions and space to grow artistic talent, education,

Through developing an integrated and cohesive offer, the quarter will support and deliver local and community benefits that enable people to get
involved in, design and develop a dynamic, live and contemporary offer.

The cultural quarter will significantly contribute to the economic prosperity of

Essential Rationale:

Stirling and enhance its position as a place to live, become immersed in culture and flourish. The development will fully exploit the unarguable benefits
that culture, heritage and creativity offer to the health and wellbeing of indi-

Stirling needs to fully realise its potential and look beyond its singular focus
on the visitor economy. The social and economic factors affected the Top
of the Town need to be addressed and use of this area of the city encouraged through a strong artisan, artistic and historical presence. Such a project would help establish the city centre as a diverse and distinctive destination and promote community involvement and cohesion enabling it to
remain competitive for investment and enhance its ability to exploit its existing lucrative heritage visitor audience. A strong cultural quarter supporting
artisan and artistic incubation will also support talent incubation and authentic growth of cultural and creative industries.

viduals and communities.
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Benefits
Benefits include:


authentic ability to grow and showcase Stirling as a cultural and
creative capital of Scotland



delivers focus on the top of the town and the integration of cultural
activity with its resident community



opportunity to define a local benefits programme in learning,
education and participation in creative industry development



capacity to animate events and festivals bringing Stirling alive



builds capacity for cultural programming to extend the dwell time of
visitors to Stirling Castle



rebranding Stirling as a vibrant city centre destination



stimulating footfall within the historic city core raising existing trading
levels



bridging the daytime and evening economy transition and extending trading hours



platforming Stirling as a cultural and creative capital of Scotland



providing entry level access for artistic enterprises



key component of a revitalised destination agenda for central
Stirling



capable of animating live events and festivals



extending dwell time in the city centre for heritage visitors



a new community focus in the heart of the city



opportunities for artistic and artisan incubation.



a full, innovative programme of culture for all of Stirling’s communities to explore



stronger community cohesion

Who are the key delivery Partners?



Stirling Council
Historic Scotland



Creative Scotland





Visit Scotland
Local community councils
University of Stirling



Forth Valley College





Smith Museum
Local Communities
Argyll and Highlanders Museum

Likely Budget – c£5m
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Signature Project 6– Heritage Park

A heritage park concept will need to defined in greater detail by the

Stirling’s tourism and visitor economy delivers some 8500 jobs to the local
economy. This sector is dominated by the strength and international profile

stakeholder group but could encompass a range of related initiatives
including event infrastructure, new public art, leisure activities, visitor facilities
and transport solutions etc.

of Stirling Castle which attracted 441,000 visitors to the city in 2014. Whilst
this number of visitors is impressive, there is an opportunity to grow this
market considerably by broadening the heritage and leisure facilities and
integrate these with the wider city centre venues and attractions.

The Heritage Park will release new heritage and cultural assets that will
deepen and extend the city’s tourism economy reaching new audiences. It
will also provide the city with the setting and infrastructure to host major
national and international events.

The creation of the Heritage Park is a key objective as a means of
underpinning Stirling’s reputation as a historic tourist, cultural and leisure

 Significant potential to deepen and extend the international heritage
offer of Stirling
 Integrate the management, promotion and conservation of key assets
that are currently underdeveloped
 Provides access to new visitor audiences as the story of Stirling
embraces these assets
Provide a quality environment for leisure and recreation activities in
the heart of the City.
 Links the castle and old town venues with the historic parkland of the
city on one side and the commercial core of the city on the other
 Provides certainty to the long term planning and vision for this area

destination. The concept for the park is based around linking and improving
access to the assets of King’s Park, Back O Hill, Falleninch field, Gowan Hill,
Back Walk, Old Bridge and Top of the Town. Stirling contains rich
archaeological assets that pre-date the royal palace linking, amongst
other things, to Stirling’s origins as a Stone Age settlement, its Celtic legacy
and its position on the Roman frontier, its role an outpost of the Kingdom of
Northumbria and its place in Arthurian Britain.
The heritage park concept together with the cultural quarter would aim to
capture and interpret the historic significance of all of these assets, align
their story to deepen and extend the international Stirling heritage offer
and create a cohesive and integrated plan for the management and






care of these areas in terms of their interpretation, orientation and
conservation management. Within the Heritage Park element, there is the
potential to have a focal point for major events and festivals that enable
the city to celebrate its story and attract modern events to this unique
landscape. The Heritage Park would unlock access for leisure and recreation

Create the infrastructure to stage festival events in the city
Reinforces Stirling’s position as the royal capital of Scotland
Potential to link with enterprise development in the city
Extends dwell time for visitors by diversifying the offer.

Likely Budget – c£20m transport access, public art, drainage
improvements, leisure routes interpretation and event infrastructure

activities within a unique and attractive landscape, creating an exciting
location from which visitors can explore the City.
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Who are the key delivery Partners?










Stirling Council
Historic Scotland
Stirling University
Community Councils
Friends of Kings Park
Visit Scotland
Event Scotland
Scottish Natural Heritage
Forestry Commission
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Heritage Park Masterplan–
Key Elements
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Determine the archaeological
base- line for the Park and to
establish the significance of the
assets.



Integrated interpretation and orientation strategy linked to heritage
and cultural assets, incorporating
public art.



Conservation and landscape
management plan for the assets
in the park.



Events infrastructure addressing
venues, services, access, parking &
visitor management.



Visitor and orientation centre and
key park gateways.



Transport Improvements, direct
access to the M9, public
transport links and parking.



Leisure routes – improved access,
paths, lighting and community
spaces.

Stirling Framework Plan 2015
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Signature Project 7– Stirling Sports Village

Benefits

Extension



There is a tremendous opportunity to create new sports business clusters by



reinforces a competitive strength of Stirling in sports research and
sports science development

extending current facilities, creating new sport-based business space,

attracts international students to Stirling on the centre of excellence
theme

encouraging sports skills and by promot ing new inward investment by the
sports and leisure sectors. There are re lated sports tourism opportunities in



the hotel and hospitality sectors. The Scottish Institute of Sport and the



National Tennis and Swimming Centres are located on the University of
Stirling Campus. Stirling’s sporting infrastructure also includes The Peak and

helps develops first class sporting infrastructure for the city
increase wider community access to active lifestyles and sports en
gagement



Forthbank performance centre located within Stirling’s Sports Village. The

develops new sport based business space and inward investment opportunities in the leisure sector

Sports Village Extension project seeks to expand sports facilities and


encourage a sports cluster. Plans include extending The Peak to create a
new national curling centre. Stirling will also continue to build on business

assists the development of sports tourism opportunities with the local
hospitality sector

innovation in sport.



e nhances the capacity of Stirling to host major sporting events



Improved access to leisure and recreation activities for all

Essential Rationale:
The Sports Village extension project will continue to drive the international
profile of Stirling as a city of sporting excellence strengthening an already
established platform for business innovation in sport.
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Who are the key delivery Partners?


Stirling City Council



Stirling University



Forth Valley College



Sports Scotland



Active Stirling

Likely Budget – c15m- 20 m
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Key Enabling Infrastructure– The Transport Package
The transport package is the key infrastructure programme that will be required to enable the signature projects to be delivered. This package of
network and transport infrastructure will be needed to enable Stirling City Centre to be sustainably connected to the wider Stirling community and
rural hinterland and to the rest of Scotland and the UK. The bulk of this package is already contained within the Stirling City Strategic Investment Plan
and is set out below:
Projects

Description and Status

Outcomes

Timing

Stirling Station Transport
Interchange & Gateway
Street Enhancement

Public realm improvement at Stirling Bus and Railway
Stations, integrating links to Forthside and the city
centre. Public realm and access enhancements to City
Centre gateway including Stirling Station Forecourt,
Goosecroft Road, Maxwell Place, Barnton Street, Murray
Place and Station Road.

Enhance the quality and aesthetics of the city centre to
attract visitors, support existing businesses and encourage
new investment.
Support modal shift and improve access to public transport.
Support sustainable development of adjacent vacant sites.

2014 2017

M9/A811 New Junction

Construction of new motorway junction with
slip roads linking A811 to M9.

Improve access to City Centre and improved traffic flow on
key routes on A872 and A9. Supports events arena and
heritage park. Improved strategic access to LLTNP.

2019

Durieshill and South Stirling Gateway Transport
Improvements

Road Capacity improvements on A91, A872 and
M9/M80 Junction 9 (Pirnhall), park and ride facilities, bus
priority measures, walking and cycle routes.

2014 - 2026

Kildean to Bridge of Allan Corridor Phases 1&2

New transport and active travel corridor opening up
Kildean Business Park and linking Cornton, and Bridge of
Allan to M9 motorway (Junction 10)

Viewforth Link Road and
Public Realm improvements to adjacent
City Centre streets

Viewforth Link Road to complete the Inner
Ring Road, thereby enabling streetscape
improvements to city centre streets - Port
Street/Dumbarton Road/Upper
Craigs/Wellgreen, and St. Ninians
Road/Newhouse.

Economic benefit of Durieshill and South Stirling Gateway
developments.
Council support will enable outcomes of development to
be delivered sooner. Modal transport shift for South Stirling
Gateway and Durieshill developments.
Support the economic development of Kildean Business
Park. Improve accessibility of Cornton, Causewayhead and
Bridge of Allan. Improve access to Stirling University and
Forth Valley College. Improved access to employment sites.
Redistribute traffic flows on existing road network.
Improve traffic flows. Enhance the quality and environment of the city centre to attract visitors, support existing
businesses and encourage new investment.
Support modal shift. Support the sustainable development of Viewforth site. Enhance links between the city
centre, St. Ninians, Kings Park and Braehead
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Combined project cost estimate c £100m
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This package of network and public transport improvements will need to
be refined once the Council agree the final the list of signature projects
within the framework and finalise the scope, scale and delivery timetable
for these projects with their delivery partners.

The Grade A listed Stirling railway station should be the focus of a new integrated transport interchange, servicing the development of the new
Knowledge Quarter at Forthside and the Cultural Quarter and established
retail core in the Old Town.
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Spatial Objectives:

Stirling City Centre– Spatial Priorities
The emerging spatial direction for the Stirling Framework Plan is the creation of a twin centre concept for the city centre comprising the creation of
a new knowledge quarter at Forthside balanced with a reinvigorated
cultural quarter in the old town, both linked by an extended transport
hub at Stirling bus and rail station and both focused around the concept
of innovation. Creativity, culture, heritage and knowledge and digital capability will underpin both hubs with reinvigorating the heart of Stirling as
the binding theme.





The heart is already used by the Council as a metaphor for the city: the
historic heart of Scotland, DNA of the country etc, so this is about ‘trying to
get the heart beating again’ by making the centre of the city the most
dynamic economic space in the region.




The rational for the six signature projects is to address strategic weaknesses
in Stirling’s competitive economic development offer through developing
two linked economic quarters.






Forthside
New Knowledge Hub and business incubation space to nurture
graduate talent and SME growth and deepen research and development links with global industry sectors
A Stirling Metropolitan Arts Centre (S-MAC) that provides a contemporary arts and conference venue linked to the knowledge
hub
The Engine Shed- a major initiative already underway by Historic
Scotland to create a centre of excellence in heritage conservation skills development
A City Council civic centre and central archive and library space
Old Town
A Digital Hub to establish leadership in digital technology and creativity to invigorate the town centre destination offer linking with
the digital media sector
A Stirling Royal street market to regenerate the old town streets
(Stirling’s Royal Mile) and provide a dynamic platform for the food
and drink sector.
A Cultural Quarter to grow artistic talent (creative industry incubation) and improve the viability of key venues and develop grassroots benefits for the local community.
A Heritage Park to link the old town with its historic setting of the
Kings Park, Back O Hill, Falleninch field and Gowan Hill, addressing
disconnects in the visitor economy, extending dwell time and creating the conditions for large-scale events.

A shared transport hub is at the heart of the spatial strategy invigorating
investment on both sides of the city centre. The heritage must-see destinations of the old town on one side and the 21st century Forthside destinations on the other. A twin approach looking at two different halves of
the city, both driven by their creative, cultural and heritage assets – with
an integrated and shared infrastructural core.
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The Spatial Strategy
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The Spatial Strategy– Signature Projects
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Forthside Masterplan– Key Elements

1

2
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1.

Forthside Masterplan (view from East)

2.

Forthside Masterplan and proposed integrated transport hub
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Forthside Masterplan– Access

3

4
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3.

Proposed new civic hub at Forthside

4.

Forthside Masterplan (view from east)

